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Abstract: A codeshare agreement allows a flight operated by one airline to be marketed under another airline’s name and flight number. Codesharing and other interline agreements allow airlines to expand their networks without additional capacity investments. This seminar presents ongoing work in which we model two codesharing airlines that operate parallel flights, flight legs between the same origin and destination that operate at roughly the same time. Because the flights are close substitutes the airlines are competing for many of the same customers. The airlines, however, are also cooperating by selling (codeshared) tickets on each others’ flights. We formulate a closed-loop dynamic game under which each codeshare partner dynamically adjusts the prices for seats on its own flight as well as seats on its partner’s flight. The rules for sharing the revenue generated by codeshared flights vary widely among airline partnerships, and we use our model to examine the effectiveness of particular transfer fee schemes as well as the effects of those schemes on pricing behavior.
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